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Abstract

The initial boronization of PBX-M was performed using the sequential ablation of two types of solid target probes. Probe-1 in a mushroom shape consisted of a 10.7% boronized 2-D C-C composite containing 3.6 g of boron in a B₄C binder. Probe-2 in a rectangular shape consisted of an 86% boronized graphite felt composite containing 19.5 g of 40 \( \mu \) boron particles. After boronization with Probe-1, the loop voltage during 1 MW neutral beam heated plasmas decreased 27% and volt-sec consumption decreased 20%. Strong peripheral spectral lines from low-Z elements decreased by factors of about 5. The central oxygen density decreased 15-20%. The total radiated power during neutral beam injection decreased by 43%. Probe-2 boronization exhibited improved operating conditions similar to Probe-1, but for some parameters, a smaller percentage change occurred due to the residual boron from the previous boronization using Probe-1. The ablation rates of both probes were consistent with front face temperatures at or slightly above the boron melting point. These results confirm the effectiveness of the solid target boronization (STB) technique as a real-time impurity control method for replenishing boron depositions without the use of hazardous borane compounds.
1. Introduction

The long-term objective of the Princeton Beta Experiment-Modified (PBX-M) is the development of an advanced tokamak configuration able to access the full volume, high-beta, 2nd stability regime of tokamak confinement.[1,2] Improving PBX-M impurity control and edge plasma parameters are important for enhancing access to the 2nd stability regime over the full plasma volume. The deposition of thin boron films ("boronization") has been shown to be an effective method for controlling oxygen, carbon, metal, and other deleterious impurities in tokamaks.[3-8] Typical boronization methods apply plasma assisted chemical vapor deposition (PCVD) of boron from hazardous borane compounds.[3-8] These methods involve several difficult technical, environmental, safety, and health issues.[9]

In PBX-M, for example, there are technical constraints on the application of previous boronization techniques which include an unbakeable vessel and a complex interior that includes a closely-fitting electrically isolated passive plate system, RF antennas, coils, cabling, and instrumentation. In addition, recent environmental, safety, and health (ES&H) regulatory requirements further limit the available options for PBX-M which has a relatively open test cell. Recently, many of these operational difficulties were avoided by the application of the solid target boronization (STB) technique on the Tokamak de Varennes (TdeV).[10] A solid target probe of boronized carbon-carbon (C-C) composite was inserted in the edge plasma region to produce decomposition/evaporation of boron carbide. This boron deposition resulted in a significant improvement in plasma performance.[10] Following the TdeV work, STB experiments with low ablation rates were performed on the MST reversed-field pinch using a sintered $B_4C$ rod target.[11] In the present work, we report the results of the initial boronization of PBX-M using the sequential ablation of two types of STB probes.

2. Experiment

2.1. Probe-1 Configuration

The selection of a material for an STB probe from the available candidate materials having a wide range in boron content involves several technical issues. Boronized C-C composites and boronized graphite composites, for example, can be prepared by the heat processing of a woven C-C material or graphite base with suitable boron compounds and binders. Selecting a composite with a low boron-to-
carbon ratio allows for convenient machining and fabrication. The use of a low boronto-carbon ratio, however, requires sufficient heating to overcome heat losses through the matrix, but this may be easily obtainable in high temperature edge plasma conditions. Increasing the boron-to-carbon ratio beyond about 40% makes the resulting material hardness difficult to machine or render by conventional methods. The use of boron ceramic materials with very high boron-to-carbon ratios is promising but introduces additional difficulties. This is usually material with a poor thermal conductivity which requires cautious slow heating and cooling so as not to cause fracturing from cyclic thermal stress, and consequently, may not yield high boron deposition rates.[11]

In this work, the first probe (Probe-1) applied to the initial boronization of PBX-M consisted of a mushroom shaped carbon-carbon (C-C) composite containing 10.7% atomic boron in the form of B₄C in the binder material with a total of about 3.6 g of boron. A similar probe, consisting of a C-C composite containing 30% boron obtained from the same commercial source was used on the TdeV.[10] Figures 1(a) and 1(b) are photographs showing side and front views, respectively, of Probe-1 after exposure. Shown is the boronized C-C composite mounted on an isotropic graphite base. Figure 2 shows the results of energy-dispersive type characteristic x-ray analysis of the boron atomic percentages at the indicated surface positions before and after exposure. It is seen that after exposure, the boron is totally depleted in the central region. The boron depletion region appears to be inclined towards the direction of the incident ion current, and there is an indication of redeposition of boron on the opposite side. An analysis of the microstructures of erosion and redeposition surfaces will be published separately.[12] The discoloration of the boron depleted region can be seen in Figure 1(b) at the center of the probe tip. Inspection of this region under magnification showed clearly the weave of the C-C composite and some inter-weave spaces depleted of binder material down to depths of about 1 to 2 mm.

The probe unit assembly was held by an electrically floating vacuum feed-through mechanism and inserted into PBX-M via a bellows mechanism. The electrical isolation was provided to prevent possible deleterious current flows during a plasma disruption. After passage through the torus interface valve, Probe-1 was positioned inside the vessel, at the outer wall (major radius R = 207 cm), for several hours. This procedure allowed the probe to be heated slowly and to undergo any residual outgassing before insertion beyond the last closed flux surface (LCFS) at about R=194.8 cm. Bean-shaped, indented, 250 kA, neutral beam-heated plasmas were established. The discharge repetition time was 240 sec. The probe was then slowly
inserted into the edge plasma over a total of about 40 plasma discharges (shots) each lasting about 0.75 sec, to an eventual depth of about 192.2 cm, or about 2.6 cm beyond the LCFS. In the case of STB experiments on TdeV, the target was inserted to a position about 2 cm inside the LCFS. During the insertion of Probe-1, the incandescence of the probe was viewed and recorded using a plasma TV camera. In addition, bremsstrahlung x-rays emitted from outwardly diffusing fast electrons incident on Probe-1 during very low power (~≤100 kW) Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) testing during the boronization were observed with a 2-Dimensional Hard X-ray Imaging system.

2.2. Probe-1 Results

Figure 3 shows the Probe-1 major radius position (cm) and the relative intensities of the B III and O II impurities from 600 to 620 msec versus shot number. The spectral measurements were made at a location 180° toroidally from the probe position. At this position, the spectrometer could not view the probe due to the center column of the machine. Hence, the measured boron intensities can be attributed to boron transport in the outer region of the plasma. At shot No. 295714, 300 msec neutral beam injection started at a relatively low power level (0.32 MW) and reached 1 MW, 8 shots later. It is seen in Figure 3 that as Probe-1 was slowly inserted into the plasma, beyond the LCFS (R<194.8 cm), the B III intensity started increasing and the O II intensity started decreasing. A similar shot-to-shot behavior was observed in TdeV. This is believed to be the process in which surfaces are slowly covered with boron, thereby enhancing the gettering effect of oxygen. The B III emission rose and reached a maximum plateau. The O II intensity reached a minimum plateau. Later, as Probe-1 reached maximum insertion (at R = 192.2 cm) and the neutral beam injected power was still at 1 MW, the O II emission continued dropping and eventually decreased by a factor of about 4.5. After about shot No. 295750, with the probe at its maximum depth, the B III intensity started falling, and the O II intensity rose to about half of its original value within a few shots. This decrease in B III intensity is attributed to boron depletion in the probe tip, as discussed below. This indicates that the depletion rate observed in PBX-M was more rapid than that observed in TdeV, i.e., 10.7% boron depleted in 40 shots in PBX-M and 30% boron depleted in 240 shots in TdeV. The rise in the O II intensity may have been due to the decrease in the boron yield and additional impurities generated by several plasma current disruptions between the O II intensity minimum and its final rise. Figure 4 shows spectral intensities in the visible region for
Probe-1 during neutral beam injection from 600 to 620 msec, (a) before and (b) during boronization, respectively. It is seen that significant boron emission occurred at a toroidal point 180° from the probe. Figure 5 shows the time evolution of O II and B III intensities for the same shots (a) before and (b) during boronization, respectively. During boronization, the B III intensity increased significantly during neutral beam injection (400 ms to 700 ms), as the edge plasma heated and enhanced the evaporation of boron.

Figure 6(a) shows spectral intensities in the UV region for Probe-1 during neutral beam injection before boronization and Figure 6(b) during boronization. The UV emission of oxygen and fluorine intensities followed the same behavior with shot number as the O II intensity in the visible region. The origin of the fluorine contribution was from the accidental exposure of teflon insulation in the vessel. An increase in the edge Fe intensity was observed during boronization (Figure 6(b)). Similar metal radiation increases were observed in the W-AS-VII stellerator after the first boronization and attributed to the hotter edge conditions.[14] Figures 7 and 8 show the decrease in selected UV region spectral intensities with shot number. The fluorine F VI and F VII intensities (referred to above), decreased by a factor of about 5, and the oxygen O V and O VI intensities decreased by a factor of 5 to 6. Measurements of the radial profiles of O VIII intensities from charge-exchange excitation (CXE) indicated that after boronization, the O VIII densities at the edge decreased by a factor of 2. The change in central O VIII densities during these conditions was small, 15-20%, and is still under investigation.

Figure 9(a) shows the 20% reduction in single turn loop voltage that occurred after boronization for a 240 kA ohmically heated fiducial plasma. The corresponding decrease in volt-second consumption was 10%. Figure 9(b) shows the 29% reduction in single turn loop voltage that occurred after boronization for a 250 kA, 1.1 MW neutral beam heated plasma. The corresponding decrease in volt-second consumption for this case was 20%. Tangential bolometer measurements indicate that after boronization the total radiated power during neutral beam injection decreased 43%. Z-effective and electron temperature measurements have not been performed yet. The central ion temperature measured from CXE of O VIII increased by a factor of about 1.3.

Similar percentage decreases in oxygen radiation and improvements in important operating parameters were observed in TdE after boronization using the STB technique [10], and in other tokamaks with different internal geometries, operating procedures, and vacuum wall conditions after boronization using the PCVD technique [3-8].
2.3 Probe-2 Configuration

Two days after the Probe-1 boronization, the second probe (Probe-2), in a rectangular shape and employing a different embodiment of the STB technique was applied to PBX-M. This composite graphite probe was developed for fast deposition of thin films of boron and other materials during conditions of high thermal shock. In particular, for effective boron evaporation, the selected probe material was a thickly-woven, high-purity graphite felt having a thermal conductivity a factor of 2000 lower than that of conventional graphite and a high resistance to thermal shock. These thermal insulating and shock resistant properties were useful for retaining applied heat and allowing the target material to be heated rapidly by a few ohmic discharges to temperatures yielding high ablation rates. The ability to retain heat and maintain high temperature between discharges also provided the option of gradually achieving high temperatures with minimal penetrations into the scrape-off layer. The graphite felt used in the fabrication of Probe-2 possessed a weave that was sufficiently thick, and yet was sufficiently porous within the weave, to hold large quantities of the impregnated boron. The graphite felt was cut to the desired rectangular shape of 2.5 cm x 5.0 cm by 1.3 cm thick. Two such pieces (1.3 cm thick) were placed together in a special graphite holder so as to form one rectangular piece with the dimensions 2.5 cm x 5.0 cm by 2.5 cm thick. Figure 10(a) shows a top side view of Probe-2 held in its C-C composite holder after exposure to PBX-M plasmas and the boronization discussed below. Shown is the melted boron at the tip of the graphite felt. The small separation near the front face at the center of the graphite felt is between the two 1.3 cm thick pieces used to fabricate the probe as described below. This separation may have occurred as a result of the melting effect of the boron. Figure 10(b) shows Probe-2 with a view on the side facing the incident ions. Shown is the melted boron and the increased ablation on the side facing the incident ion direction. Measurements before and after exposure indicated that the overall length of the graphite felt probe was about the same, and that the net weight loss due to exposure was 1 g. Since the length of the probe remained about the same, and since as discussed below in Section 3, the boron has significantly higher evaporation rates at a given temperature than graphite, this weight loss was attributed predominantly to the ablation 1 g of boron or $5.6 \times 10^{22}$ atoms from the initial loading of 19.5 g of boron.

The boron introduced into the graphite consisted of 40 μ boron powder. The powder was mixed with ethyl alcohol in a beaker forming a suspended colloid-like
mixture. The tip of the graphite felt electrode was then immersed in the liquid mixture, which was readily absorbed by the graphite felt, in a wick-like manner. The wet electrode was then air dried in an oven for 1 hour at 100-120 °C, thereby evaporating the alcohol and fixing the boron powder within the porous maze of the graphite felt. The process was then repeated three times. Each time the liquid ethyl alcohol was able to transport additional boron into the porous maze of the graphite felt until eventually saturation appeared imminent. Saturation was evidenced by the eventual appearance of loose boron powder on the surface of the electrode. Tests showed that the graphite felt probe could achieve a boron holding capacity of about 86% boron by weight before reaching saturation. The total amount of boron loaded was 19.5 g. The graphite felt with this boron loading exhibited to the eye no evidence of its boron contents. Other tests, providing a mechanical impact to a similar boron loaded probe, demonstrated the ability of the graphite felt matrix to hold its boron contents beyond the demands of a tokamak environment. The boron-loaded graphite felt electrode, prepared in the above manner, was then inserted into a vacuum chamber for outgassing. Typically, vacuum pressures in the low 10⁻⁷ Torr range were achieved after pumping for 24 hours or less, indicating that the probe was relatively free of volatile components.

The insertion of Probe-2 followed an outgassing procedure similar to that described above for Probe-1. Bean-shaped, indented 240 kA ohmic plasmas were established. Probe-2 was slowly inserted into the edge plasma, in steps of about 0.1 to 0.2 cm, for a total of about 26 PBX-M plasma pulses to an eventual depth of 192.5 cm, or about 2.3 cm beyond the LCFS. During this operation, as in the case of Probe-1, the incandescence of the probe was viewed and recorded using a plasma TV camera, and bremsstrahlung x-rays emitted from outwardly diffusing fast electrons incident on Probe-2 during low power (~100-300 kW) LHCD testing during the boronization were observed.[13]

2.4. Probe-2 Results

Figure 11 shows the Probe-2 major radius position (cm) and the relative intensities of the B III and O II components versus shot number. As noted above for the case of Probe-1, the spectral measurements were made at a location 180° from the probe position. Hence, the measured boron intensities can be attributed to boron transport in the outer region of the plasma. As Probe-2 was slowly inserted beyond the LCFS at about 194.8 cm during ohmic heating, the B III intensity rose rapidly. The O II intensity (multiplied by x3 for convenient display) decreased directly as the B III
intensity increased. The B III intensity started to decrease after shot No. 296235 due to short disruptive plasma discharges, and the O II intensity started to increase. At about shot No. 296241, the second large increase in B III started as 0.8 MW of neutral beam injection was introduced. The injection power reached 1.8 MW on the next shot, and increased to 2 MW by shot No. 295249. O II intensities also started increasing after shot No. 296240, as the probe was moved outward, and as wall outgassing due to injected neutral beam power increased between shots No. 296241 and No. 296245. Then H-modes started to occur at shot No. 296247, and the O II intensity started a fast rise to a peak value of about half of its original value. These H-modes started as Probe-2 was moved outward after shot No. 296245, and the B III intensity started decreasing as boron ablation from the probe decreased. The incandescent glow of Probe-2, which lasted over 4 seconds after the plasma current pulse, was observed with the visible TV camera. As the probe was withdrawn (after shot No. 296250), the incandescence decreased and no glow was observed after shot No. 296254. In addition, no B III intensity was observed during normal discharges after shot No. 296254, and the final O II intensity was 1/3 to 1/2 of the original value. Although the B III intensity was not observed during normal discharges after shot No. 296254, the B III signal continued to be observed during disruptions for many subsequent discharges. This suggests that power liberated during disruptions was reaching boron not accessible to normal plasma surface interactions.

The Probe-2 visible spectroscopic results were very similar to those obtained for Probe-1. Figure 12(a) shows the visible spectral intensities during ohmic discharges before boronization, and Figure 12(b) during boronization. As in the case of Probe-1, these signals indicated that significant boron emission was observed at a toroidal point 180° from the probe. Figure 13 shows the time evolution of O II and B III intensities for the same ohmically heated discharges (a) before and (b) during boronization, respectively. Before boronization, the O II intensity increased during the discharge. During boronization, the O II intensity was relatively low due to the preceding boron depositions and the additional evaporation of boron.

The Probe-2 UV spectroscopic results were very similar to those obtained for Probe-1. Figure 14(a) shows the spectral intensities for Probe-2 in the UV region during ohmically heated discharges before boronization and Figure 14(b) during boronization. In general, in the UV spectral region, the carbon, oxygen, and fluorine intensities followed the same behavior with shot number as the O II intensity in the visible spectrum. As during Probe-1 boronization, an increase in edge Fe emission
was observed during Probe-2 boronization (Figure 14(b)) due to hotter edge conditions.[14]

2.5 Results after Boronization with Probe-1 and Probe-2

PBX-M employs titanium gettering in the lower dome of the vacuum vessel. This gettering is initiated at the beginning of each operating day and continues between discharges. After several hours of titanium gettering, the PBX-M vacuum base pressure was reduced typically by about a factor of 10 to 20 to the low 10^{-6} Torr range. The morning after the final boronization, the vacuum base pressure in the PBX-M vessel was comparable to that achieved only after several hours of titanium gettering. This is attributed to the wall pumping of impurities due to the deposited boron. Over the following non-operating day, an air leak occurred which vented the vessel to the low 10^{-6} Torr range. After correcting this vacuum leak, normal plasma operations resumed. Using these wall conditions, post boronization measurements of neutron production rates were made during neutral beam heated plasmas for IBW experiments then in progress. Figure 15 shows the average D-D neutron production rates measured during these experiments for 300 msec neutral beam heated discharges during 10 weeks of operation before boronization, during Probe-1 boronization, and during the third operating day after Probe-1 plus Probe-2 boronizations. Proceeding from left to right in Figure 15, the first 10 measurements during Probe-1 boronization (open squares) occurred in temporal sequence as the neutral beam injection power was raised for each successive discharge from 0.4 MW to 1 MW. Toward the end of the final discharges at 1 MW, lower yields were measured as boron was depleted from Probe-1 during the final 12 shots (discussed above). A similar effect occurred after boronization with Probe-1 and Probe-2 (open circles). The highest neutron rates measured at 2 MW were for the initial neutral beam heated discharges, but the subsequent neutron rates, under relatively constant plasma conditions over about 60 shots, decreased slowly as boron was eroded from plasma surfaces. The possible effect of other changes is still under investigation. Although the overall results shown in Figure 15 include different experimental conditions during a 12 week operating period, the neutron production rates measured during Probe-1 boronization, and after the final boronization tended to be comparable to the highest values obtained prior to boronization. Although the various factors influencing the measured variations in neutron production rates are still under investigation, these preliminary results suggest that if boronization is combined with more optimum neutron production conditions, higher neutron yields might be obtained.
3. Discussion

A weight loss measurement is not available for Probe-1. The Probe-2 weight loss was used to calibrate the boron ablation rate and to infer the net boron deposition amounts for both probes. Figure 16 shows boron evaporation rates (atoms/cm\(^2\)-sec) from pure boron and B\(_4\)C versus temperature (K) derived from previously measured vapor pressures using the Knudsen equation.[16-20] The present results and previous measurements imply that a negligible amount of the graphite felt matrix was ablated relative to the amount of ablated boron. At the boron melting point of 2573 K, the graphite evaporation rate is a factor of 10\(^{-4}\) lower than that of pure boron.[21] Radiation enhanced sublimation (RES) could increase the graphite sublimation rates but little is known about these effects at temperatures near and above the melting point of boron.[15] Probe-2, after exposure, exhibited a region of solid, crystalline-like boron at the front face of the probe resembling a melted boron flow toward the front face, followed by solidification after intense melting (Figures 10(a) and 10(b)). Also, measurements indicated that the overall length of the graphite felt was about the same before and after exposure. Spectroscopic measurements as Probe-2 was inserted found that carbon levels increased for 3 or 4 discharges but then appeared to follow the decrease in oxygen. These results suggest that the measured Probe-2 weight loss of 1 g can be attributed primarily to the loss of boron and a negligible amount of the graphite felt matrix.

The Probe-2 weight loss of 1 g occurred initially over about 14 ohmic pulses of 750 msec duration, followed by 12 NBI pulses of duration 300 msec (Figure 11). During the NBI pulses, Probe-2 was withdrawn to a larger major radius and the resulting B III intensity measured on the opposite side of the torus, at 600 msec into the discharge was comparable but smaller than that measured during the ohmic pulses (Figure 11). The total integrated B III intensity during the longer ohmic pulses was 2.7 greater than emitted during the shorter, neutral beam pulses with the probe farther out. Assuming to first order, a proportionality between these total B III emissions and the ablated boron mass implies 730 mg of boron ablated during the ohmic pulses and 270 mg ablated during the NBI pulses. The boron melting exhibited in Figure 10(b) occurred over about 10 cm\(^2\) of the front face and front sides of Probe-2. Therefore, during the ohmic pulses the boron evaporation rate was about \(8 \times 10^{-3}\) g/cm\(^2\)-sec, or \(4.5 \times 10^{20}\) atoms/cm\(^2\)-sec. During the NBI discharges, the boron evaporation rate was about \(6.5 \times 10^{-3}\) g/cm\(^2\)-sec, or \(3.6 \times 10^{20}\) atoms/cm\(^2\)-sec. Comparison of these evaporation rates with
those given in Figure 16 shows that they are consistent with the evaporation rate of boron from pure boron at temperatures of about 2710 °K (~4 x 10^20 atoms/cm^2·sec) or about 135 °K above of the melting point. Given the respective experimental uncertainties in these measurements, and previous boron vapor pressure measurements, this result can be taken as yielding evaporation rates comparable to those expected at the melting point of pure boron. This result is consistent with the intense incandescence of Probe-2 observed during each discharge as viewed on the probe TV camera, the persistence of this glow for over 4 sec after the discharge, and the obvious melted appearance of Probe-2 after exposure as evident in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). A thin film of B_4C contamination resulting from a reaction between the high temperature boron and the graphite-felt would tend to require higher ablation temperature (~2900 °K) to achieve the same evaporation rate.\[17\] Since the boron in Probe-2 was trapped as 40 μ diameter particles within the confines of the graphite felt, and occupied 86% of the weight of the probe, a possible small B_4C contamination may not have had a significant effect on the boron evaporation rate. However, in the absence of accurate temperature measurements under controlled ablation conditions, it is difficult to resolve the respective contributions of evaporation from the pure boron particles in the graphite felt from a possible trace B_4C impurity film due to interactions with the graphite felt matrix, the effects of spallation, and possible radiation enhancement of sublimation rates.\[15\]

The Probe-2 deposition thicknesses can be estimated using the measured boron weight loss of 1 g. PBX-M circular plasmas have an area of 24 m^2. The slightly indented, elongated plasmas used during boronization had a total surface area of about 25 m^2 and the passive plate surface area is about 40 m^2. Assuming a uniform boron deposition over the 40 cm^2 area of the PBX-M passive plate structure would give a mass thickness of 2.5 x 10^-6 g/cm^2. The surfaces of the aluminium passive plate structure are clad with stainless steel (304-SS). Taking the interatomic distance on the surface of the 304-SS to be comparable to that of crystalline Fe, and assuming a B-to-Fe atom coverage of 1:1, yields a boron monolayer thickness of 2 x 10^{15} atoms/cm^2, or about a total of 70 monolayers coverage from the Probe-2 deposition. This corresponds to about 2.7 monolayers/shot or 2 x 10^{21} atoms/shot.

Although the above spectroscopic measurements made at a point 180° from the target probe indicated significant signals from boron species, little is known about the actual toroidal distribution of the ablated boron. In order to investigate this question, 6 stainless steel samples were obtained from the interior of PBX-M, after the venting of the vessel, about 4 weeks after the boronization. The samples were located at minor
radii about 2.0 cm to 4.5 cm greater than the LCFS. Three samples ("A-Samples") were located at the toroidal location of the target probe at the inner midplane and at the top and bottom of the plasma, respectively. The other three samples ("B-Samples") were located toroidally 180° opposite the target at the same vertical positions. Auger electron scanning measurements guided by electron microscopy studies were performed on these 6 samples. In general, the results indicated the absence of boron on the exposed samples, with the exception of trace amounts found on the midplane A-Sample located directly opposite the target probe. While it is possible to attribute some of the absence of boron on the B-Samples to deposition anistropies, similar to those encountered in the vicinity of electrodes used in boronization with PCVD [6], the absence of boron on the A-Samples, located opposite the probe is most probably due to erosion of the boron and its eventual redeposition on surfaces far from the plasma. Evidence of boron volatilized in the form of hydrides and carboranes and removed from the vessel via the pump system would be expected to accumulate in the vacuum pump oil. It was not possible to analyze the vacuum pump oil for boron content due to its contamination with tritium activity from the D-D operations of the previous experimental campaign. This analysis will be done following future PBX-M boronizations performed earlier in subsequent experimental campaigns before the generation of measurable quantities of tritium.

In the case of Probe-1, although weight loss measurements are not available, the amount of ablated boron can be estimated using the spectroscopic measurements and Probe-2 results to calibrate the emission rate. Although for Probe-1, the B III emission at 600 msec into the discharges (Figure 3) was about a factor of 3 less than for Probe-2 (Figure 11), the insertion depths and ablation edge conditions for Probe-1 and Probe-2 were similar. Integrating the total B III emission from Probe-1 and that from Probe-2 indicated that the total integrated B III signal due to Probe-1 was 0.37 of that due to Probe-2. Assuming that this boron signal ratio was proportional to the respective amounts of boron ablated from Probes-1 and Probe-2 gives 370 mg for the Probe-1 total ablation.

Using a total boron ablation of 370 mg from the above results, from an area of 5 cm², during 40 shots gives an evaporation rate of 6 x 10⁻³ g/cm²-sec, or 3.5 x 10²⁰ atom/cm²-sec. This result is very close to that obtained for Probe-2. Comparing this with the evaporation rate measurements given in Figure 16 implies a temperature of evaporation from pure boron of about 2710 °K, or within experimental uncertainty of the melting point for pure boron, as was also found for Probe-2. In Probe-1, however, the
boron resided in the binder resin of the C-C composite in the form of B₄C. In Figure 16, this ablation rate from B₄C would correspond to a temperature at about 2900K. The slightly greater penetration depth for Probe-1 and small differences in probe heating conditions might have been sufficient to allow for this small increase in temperature. Melted boron and B₄C diffusing to the surface may have encountered violent conditions yielding effective ablation rates closer to the evaporation rates of pure boron. As in the case of Probe-2 discussed above, accurate temperature measurements under controlled ablation conditions might help to resolve the respective contributions of evaporation from the B₄C matrix, from pure boron, the effects of spallation, and possible radiation enhancement of sublimation rates.[15]

The total Probe-1 boron deposition thickness can be estimated using the above ablation result of 370 mg, and assuming as above, its uniform deposition over the passive plate surface area of 40 cm². This gives a mass thickness of 9 x 10⁻⁷ g/cm² or 5 x 10¹⁶ atom/cm². As above, using a boron monolayer thickness of 2 x 10¹⁵ atoms/cm², gives a total of about 26 monolayers coverage from the Probe-1 deposition. This corresponds to about 0.65 monolayers/shot or 5 x 10²⁰ atoms/shot for 40 NBI shots. However, as noted above, little is known above the toroidal uniformity of the boron deposition.

Electrical isolation was provided for both probes to prevent possible deleterious current flows during a disruption in plasma current. There was no evidence of any effects of disruptions on either probe. In addition, although there was no obvious evidence of boron particles on the vessel floor, it is estimated that the effects of unevaporated particles from possible gross spallations would have merely accelerated the goal of providing boronization material for the plasma, and would have provided an amount of material to the vessel floor less than that derived from normal plasma-limiter erosion during operation over many months.

4. Summary and Conclusion

Solid target boronization was performed with Probe-1 consisting of a 10.7% boronized C-C composite. The probe was inserted about 2.6 cm inside the scrapeoff layer of PBX-M plasmas. The loop voltage for neutral beam heated plasmas decreased 27% and the volt-sec consumption decreased 20%. Strong peripheral spectral lines from low-Z elements decreased by factors of about 5. The central oxygen density decreased 15-20%. Total radiated power during neutral beam injection decreased by 43%. Probe-1 surface analysis indicated significant boron depletion and some
redemption at the edge of the depleted region. The estimated boron deposition using Probe-1 was 370 mg which if uniformly deposited over the 40 m$^2$ area of the PBX-M passive plates would have given a thickness of 9 x 10$^{-7}$ g/cm$^2$, or 26 monolayers during 40 discharges. This corresponds to 0.5 monolayers per shot, or 5 x 10$^{20}$ atoms/shot. The estimated evaporation rate was consistent with a probe front face temperatures at, or slightly above, the boron and B$_4$C melting points.

Probe-2 was inserted about 2.3 cm inside the LCFS of PBX-M plasmas. High boron yields were observed on the opposite side of the vessel during ohmic heating. This is attributed to the large accessible boron mass (19.5 g), the high B/C ratio, and the low thermal conductivity of the probe material. The weight of the ablated boron was 1 g, which if uniformly deposited over the 40 m$^2$ area of the PBX-M passive plates would have given a thickness of 2.5 x 10$^{-6}$ g/cm$^2$, or 70 monolayers during 26 discharges. This corresponded to 2.7 monolayers per shot, or 2 x 10$^{21}$ atoms/shot. The measured evaporation rate was consistent with a probe front face temperature at, or slightly above, the boron melting point. Probe-2 boronization exhibited improved operating conditions similar to Probe-1, but for some parameters a smaller percentage change occurred due to the previous boronization using Probe-1. The Probe-2 exhibited intense melting of boron. Similar desirable percentage decreases in oxygen radiation and improvements in important operating parameters were observed in TdeV after boronization using the STB technique,[10] and after PCVD in TEXTOR[3] and ASDEX[4] using hydrogenated diborane (B$_2$H$_6$), in TFTR[5] and DIII-D[6] using deuterated diborane (D$_2$B$_6$), in JT-60U using hydrogenated decaborane (B$_{10}$H$_{14}$)[7] and in TdeV using hydrogenated trimethyborane B(CH$_3$)$_3$[8]. In view of the different internal geometries, operating procedures, and vacuum wall conditions in these experiments, the TdeV[8,10] and PBX-M results indicate that the STB and PCVD techniques are equally effective in suppressing oxygen radiation and yielding improvements in important operating parameters. The initial applications of the STB technique using the plasma ablation of boronized probes on TdeV and PBX-M have demonstrated the effectiveness of this boronization method and avoided many of the difficulties associated with the use of hazardous borane compounds. Little is known, however, on the limitations and the possible potentials of this technique. Issues for future research interest include the merits and possible applications for probes employing different methods of introducing and maintaining the boron in various matrixes, the minimization of matrix codeposition, the detailed surface conditions at boron melting temperature under high temperature plasma edge conditions, and determining optimum deposition rates and durations between applications.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 (a) Photograph showing a side view of Probe-1 after exposure, and (b) photograph showing the front view of Probe-1 after exposure. The boron depleted region indicated in Figure 1(b) is visible at the center of the probe tip.

Figure 2 The results of energy-dispersive type characteristic x-ray analysis of the surface of Probe-1 after exposure. Shown are the residual atomic percentages of boron which indicate a boron depleted region and the redeposited boron region relative to the incident ion direction.

Figure 3 Probe-1 major radius position (cm) and the relative intensities of the B III and O II components from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) versus shot number.

Figure 4 Relative visible spectral intensities during neutral beam injection from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) (a) before boronization, and (b) during boronization with Probe-1.

Figure 5 Time evolution of relative B III and O II intensities during neutral beam injection from 400 to 700 msec (normalized to line density) (a) before, and (b) during boronization with Probe-1.

Figure 6 Relative U.V. spectral intensities from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) (a) before boronization, and (b) during boronization with Probe-1.

Figure 7 Selected relative intensities of carbon and fluorine species from 500 to 520 msec (normalized to line density) versus shot number during boronization with Probe-1.
Figure 8  Selected relative intensities of oxygen species from 500 to 520 msec (normalized to line density) versus shot number during boronization with Probe-1.

Figure 9  (a) Single-turn loop voltages before and after boronization with Probe-1 for a 240 kA ohmically heated fiducial plasma discharges. The loop voltage at 600 ms decreased 20 % after boronization with Probe-1.  (b) Single-turn loop voltages before and after boronization with Probe-1 for a 250 kA, 1.1 MW neutral beam heated fiducial plasma. The loop voltage at 600 ms decreased 29 % after boronization with Probe-1.

Figure 10  (a) Photograph showing a top side view of Probe-2 held in its C-C composite holder after exposure to PBX-M plasmas. Shown is the resolidified boron melted during the ablation process. The incident ion direction is from the left. The separation between the two halves of the probe material is due to the effect of the melting boron (refer to text).  (b) Photograph of Probe-2 after exposure showing the side facing the incident ions. The boron appears to have undergone more intense melting on the side facing the incident ions.

Figure 11  Probe-2 major radius position (cm) and the relative intensities of the B III and O II components from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) versus shot number.

Figure 12  Relative visible spectral intensities during ohmic plasmas from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) (a) before boronization, and (b) during boronization with Probe-2.

Figure 13  Time evolution of relative B III and O II intensities during ohmic plasmas (normalized to line density) (a) before, and (b) during boronization with Probe-2.

Figure 14  Relative U.V. spectral intensities from 600 to 620 msec (normalized to line density) (a) before boronization, and (b) during boronization with Probe-2.
Figure 15  Total D-D neutron production rates (n/sec) versus neutral beam injected power for discharges heated with 300 msec of deuterium neutral beam injection before boronization, during Probe-1 boronization, and after Probe-1 plus Probe-2 boronization.

Figure 16  Boron evaporation rates (Atoms/cm²·sec) versus temperature derived from vapor pressure measurements using the Knudsen equation. The indicated measurements are as follows: (a) Ref. 16, W electrodes, uncorrected for impurity film, (b) Ref. 16, W electrodes, corrected for impurity film, (c) Ref. 17, ZrB₂ crucible, (d) Ref. 18, C crucible, (e) Ref. 18, Ta crucible, (f) Ref. 18, ZrB₂ crucible, (g) Ref. 19, graphite crucible, (h) Ref. 20, graphite crucible. The relatively large variations in the earlier results for pure boron are due in part to impurity effects resulting from boron-graphite crucible interactions which were reduced in later measurements.
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